National Gallery of Modern Art, Mumbai

Upcoming Programmes

**Exhibition:** Light Works: Jitendra Arya, A Retrospective

**Venue:** National Gallery of Modern Art, Mumbai

**Dates:** September 1st - October 8th, 2017

**Public Programs:** A range of public programs is offered during Visionaries, including:

**Saturday 2nd September at 11am & 4pm (NGMA)**
Curator’s Walk led by Sabeena Gadihoke

**Sunday 3rd September at 11am (NGMA)**
Curator’s Walk led by Sabeena Gadihoke

**Thursday 7th September at 6:30 pm (NGMA Auditorium)**
NGMA Mumbai, Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India in association with Avid Learning presents – a discussion “Art Futures – Creating Future Stakeholders in Art” on how we teach future generation to view, contemplate on, and process valuable cultural objects like art.

**Friday 8th September at 6 pm (NGMA Auditorium)**
Swardhara presents ‘Jitendra Arya’s work - a Musical Remembrance’: Arya’s iconic images of actors from the golden age of Indian cinema inspire this live performance of Hindi film music by Tushar Bhatia

**Saturday 16th September at 6 pm (NGMA Auditorium)**
Nirgun Sagun: Bheetar Bahar & Ubhe Vitawari’: A Kathak Performance presented by Sanjukta Wagh

**Friday 22nd September at 6:30 pm (NGMA Auditorium)**
National Gallery of Modern Art, Ministry of Culture, Govt. of India in collaboration with Indian Council for Cultural Relations presents - a horizon series

**Saturday 23rd September at 6 pm (NGMA Auditorium)**
‘The Language of Appearances’: A Conversation on Photography, Cinema And Writing between Shyam Benegal and Ranjit Hoskote’

**Saturday 7th October at 6 pm (NGMA Auditorium)**
‘Jitendra Arya’s Relevance in Post-Independence Indian Photography’
A Conversation on Photography Archives in India with Anusha Yadav